’Game of Love’

Today’s Weather
San JIM’: Fair today and
Thursday except for patches
of fog this
riling. It will be
cooler Wednesday. The predicted highs Wednesday will
be
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Voting Today

!VS Visiting Scholar

Freshmen
To Pick
ASB Reps

Author Caldwell Arrives

ERSKINE CALDWELL, celebrated novelist, arrives on campus
this morning as SJS’ visiting scholar. Accompanied by his wife,
Virginia, Caldwell will visit classes and attend luncheons during
his two-day visit. His only lecture open to the public will be tonight at 8:15 in Concert Hall.

Erskine Caldwell, noted author
of "God’s Little Acre" and "Tobacco Road," arrives on campus this
morning for the first of his twoday visit as SJS’ Visiting Scholar.
"Out of the Caldwell Workshop,"
his only lecture open to the public,
will be presented tonight at 8:15
ill Concert Hall. Admission is free.
Caldwell and his wife, Virginia,
will visit classes and attend luncheons according to the schedule
printed on Page one.
One of the most prolific writers
in America today, Caldwell takes
about 10 months to write a novel.
Although a world traveler, Caldwell’s novels are set mostly in
southern United States.
As the son of a Presbyterian
minister in the South, Caldwell
has rarely lived longer than six

months in the same place. His
family was required to visit and
reside several months at each
church under his father’s jurisdiction, which was the entire
South.
At age 18, Caldwell enrolled in
Erskine College in South Carolina
but soon dropped out. He then
went to sea on a boat that was
running guns for a revolt in a
Central American republic. He
ended up in Mexico.
SCHOLARSHIP
Later he won a scholarship from
the United Daughters of the Confederacy and entered University
of Virginia. He worked nights in
a poolroom to earn room and
board.
He left school after a year and
began writing short stories while

working in a variety store in
Pennsylvania, playing professional
football, managing a lecture tour
for a British soldier of fortune,
selling building lots in Alabama,

Scholar’s
Schedule

U.N. Festival Booth

Arab Students Protest Ruling
A conflict concerning the SJS
Arab-American Student C1lub’s
booth at the United Nation’s Festival at the Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds Sunday is "far from
settled," according to Mohammad
Adwan, club president.
The center of controversy is a
book, "The Decadence of Judaism
in Our Times," by Moshe Menuhin,
father of violinist Yehudi Menuhin.
Several groups requested that the
book be removed from the club’s
display on the grounds that is was
"inappropriate" for the festival
theme.
"I consider the book pro-Jewish.
It could be called controversial or

Co-Rec Sets
Competition
Tricksters will be receiving
treats tonight as Co-Rec presents
"Graveyard Stomp" from 7:30 to
9:30 in the Women’s Gym.
A special makeup contest will
be the treat for tricksters. Two
teams will have the opportunity
to compete for a prize, determined by which team does the
best job of making up two Co-Rec
representatives.
They will have at their disposal shaving cream, whipped
cream and other items. Within the
five minute period they will have
the opportunity to do as much
"damage" as possible.

anti-Zionist, but it is not antiJewish," Adwan said.
Daniei.N. Hoffman, co-chairman
of the San Jose Council of the
Anti-Defamation League of B’nai
B’rith, charged, "The very title of
the book was a calculated affront
to many festival visitors, both
Jewish and Christian."
"We believe that Arabs have
every right to voice their points
of view with reference to Israel,
disagree though we may with their
arguments, but the injection of
anti-Jewish actions and statements
at a U.N. Festival devoted to international cooperation and understanding is an abuse of the festival’s purpose and hospitality extended by Americans to foreign
students of all faiths," he said.
Adwan e xplained that B’nai
B’rith representatives ordered him

to remove the book but would
give no reasons for their request.
He removed the book after consulting with Mrs. William Reeves,
U.N. festival corrunittee chairman.
"Later several B’nal B’rith members began protesting in front of
our booth saying that we were
anti-Semitic racists who worked

KSJS Tabled
Financial Advisory Board
(FAB) decided yesterday to
postpone action on the $1,373
KSLIS budget request untU next
meeting. The action was taken
to allow FAB to determine the
extent to which the Department
of Speech and Drama finances
the station.

Applications Available
For Oversea Program

More than 200 California State
College students will study this
year in foreign universities under
the International Programs.
Programs of instruction are held
in Sweden, Japan, Ger man y,
France, Spain, Italy and Taiwan,
Dr. Thomas Lantos, director of
International Programs said.
Application forms available for
the 1966-67 program may be obtained from the office of the Dean
of Students (ADM269).
All applications must be in the
office of the Dean of Students by
Jan. 31, 1966.
To qualify for the program, a
Today is the final day students may apply as delegates to the state college student must be tut
Governor’s Youth Council to be held in Sacramento, Nov. 11-13.
upper division or graduate student
Applications are in the Activities Office, ADM242.
Four SJS delegates will be selected Friday by the ASB Personnel Committee.

by September, 1966 and have 30
semester units of at least 3.0. Requirements for students applying
to go to Germany, France, Italy
or Taiwan include a strong proficiency in the country’s language.
Swedish and Japanese programs
are conducted in English.

for the Arab government,," Adwan
said.
He emphasized that the ArabAmerican Club is an independent
student organization, and both
Jews and Arabs are Semitic
peoples.
"Anti -Jewish sentiments voiced
by representatives of the Arab
student organization at the U.N.
festival are symptomatic of the
propaganda of hundreds of MidEastern students in northern California colleges," Hoffman asserted
yesterday.
To counteract the decisions on
the book, Adwan posted a sign
over the fair booth which read,
"Amb students protest racial discrimination, anti-Semitism and the
discrimination against our booth."
Members of the festival committee boarded up the booth so
the sign would not be seen and
the club members withdrew In
protest. Mrs. Reeves acted at the
request of Bahai, Congress of
Racial F.quality (CORE), and B’nai
B’rith delegates in ordering the
booth’s withdrawal.
"The Arab students stalled and
argued until the sheriff intervened
and they finally folded their booth
and noisily stole away," Mrs.
Reeves reported.
Adwan is vrriting a formal protest to the U.N. Festival board to
claim that he was threatened personally and will take the matter
to court unless he receives a formal apology.

nete-6 Stiel4

Sparta Life photographers will retake final shots tomorrow of
student models who originally were photographed on Oct. 13.
Those who were photographed on the above date are requested
to report to the Journalism Building patio from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. toMOITOW.
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Today and tomorrow students
will elect two freshman Student
Council representatives and a
Homecoming Queen, Ellis Rother,
ASB Election Board chairman,
said yesterday.
The polls will be open from
8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. both days.
Students may cast their votes at
the San Carlos Street end of Seventh Street, on Seventh Street in
front of the Spartan Cafeteria
and across from the Spartan
Bookstore.
Balloting on the freshman candidates will break a three-way
tie among Barry Brown (SPUR),
John Graham and Barry Turkus
(SPUR).
In the running for Homecoming
Queen are finalists Linda Eckberg, Betty Lou Mathes, Lynn
Nibbe, Kris Oxsen and Judy Salberg.
In campaign statements the
freshman candidates said:
’JUNIOR PARTNER’
Barry Brown "Student government can be a junior partner
in education by offering educational programs and by representing student views before appropriate members of the administration. This can best be done by
attempting to reach an ideal
equilibrium in its cultural, entertainment and service programs so
a ma.ximum number of students
can be benefitted. Proper student
views can be brought before the
administration by selecting students knowledgable in the areas
where they represent student
views.
CAMPAIGNS INDEPENDENT
John Graham--"I have’ chosen
to campaign independent of political parties so I can be free from
political pressures and unnecessary influences when elected. I
seek the office of frestunan representative in order to initiate,
support and effectuate programs
designed at increasing and enhancing the cultural, social and
educational opportunity of all students. This is the true purpose
of student government."
MANY PROGRAMS
Barry Turkus-- "There are several reasons why I have chosen to
run for the office of freshman
representative. One of the most
important is there are many programs and ideas I would like to
see the Student Council initiate,
support and enforce, which would
be for the betterment of the entire college. I feel I could help
’bring to life’ some of these programs, such as: a campus beautification program, an increased
cultural program and an investigation of the approved housing
issue.

The Game of LOW" VI ili
today’s Chtiisie Film. The
French film hi based on a
"novel of adolescent love" by
the famed French writer CIF
tette, Dr. Rollin E. Buckman,
(.111,0111. Film coordinator, anniitinced. All Classic Films
are shown at 3:30 and 7 p.m.
in TH55 and are free tii the
college community.

ASB Interviews
For 13 Positions
Slated in Union

Would-be models for the campus magazine, both male and female,
The Mcxlel United Nations Comare also invited to he photographed at this time.
mittee will select a chairman in
intemiewing today at 2 p.m. in
The Freshman Assembly Homecoming Committee will hold inter- the College Union.
views tomorrow to select a chairman and five members, Dick Soto,
The committee prepares and
executive director, said.
implements the MUN program on
The interviews am scheduled from 3:30-5 p.m. in the College the SJS campus.
Union.
Interviews also will be held today at 2:30 p.m. in the College
"Fountainhead," starring Gary Cooper and Ftaymond Massey, is Union to fill three vacancies on
this week’s Friday Flick, Dale McAnally, Friday Flicks coordinator, the Distinguished Scholar In Resiannounced.
dence Committee. The committee
The film is based on Ayn Rand’s novel examining the rights and formulates and administers the
responsibilities of the artist in relation to society.
program of receptions and classes
Starting times are 6:30 and 9:30 p.m. in TH55. Admission is for SJS’ visiting scholars-in-residence.
35 cents.
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The author’s schedule for
today is as follows:
i o:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. President’s Reception given by
Dr. Robert D. Clark.
I I :30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. classroom visit in ED445 "The
1A’riting of Fiction"
12:30 p.m.-2:00 p.m.English
Department luncheon given by the English Faculty
2:30 p.m.-3:20 p.m. classroom visit in CH161. "Social Legislation"
:.30 p.m. Press Conference
8:15 p.m. Public lecture in
Concert Hall "out of the
Caldwell Workshop"
Tomorrow Caldwell’s activi t les include:
!I.:M-10:45 a.m.
classroom
visit CH227 "Personality
and the American Social
Structure"
12:30 p.m.-1:15 p.m. Student
Council Luncheon
1:30 p.m. -2:30 p.m. Informal
Discussion open to the
public held in the Home
Economics Quad

U.S. Air Cavalry
Battles Viet Cong
U.S. Air
SAIGON (UPI)
Cavalry troops Tuesday joined the
furious battle against Viet Cong
and North Vietnamese forces besieging the U.S. Special Forces
camp at Plei Me. But the Communists retorted by launching a
fierce new attack on the beleaguered camp.
While the siege of the Plei Me
camp 215 miles northeast of Sal-

Critic’s Book
Talk Topic
’ 1 Lost It at the Movies," best
seller by movie critic Pauline Kael
will be the topic of today’s Book
Talk at 12:30 p.m. in rooms A and
B of the Faculty Cafeteria. The
discussion is open to all interested
studen ts.
Dr. Robert Pepper, assistant
professor of English, is the featured reviewer.
Dr. Pepper attended Paterson
(N.J.) State College, Brothers
College of Drevv University, where
he received his B.A.: Montclair
(N.J.) State College, where he
earned his M.A.; and Stanford University, where he was awarded his
Ph.D.
Before joining the SJS teaching
staff, Dr. Pepper was a lecturer
at Massey University College of
Manawatu, Palmerston, North New
Zealand. He has also taught English and French at the College of
San Mateo, and English at Southern Oregon University in Ashland.

’Dead End’
RULEMATEMiss Leilani Spencer, senior social science major,
is featured in the centerspread of The Rule, feature publication
of the Engineering Department. The October edition of The Rule
will be on sale today, tomorrow and Friday in the Engineering

working as a bodyguard and as
a cub reporter on the Atlanta
Journal.
His career in creative writing
began in 1933 when he won $1,000
Award for Fiction given by the
Yale Review for his "Country Full
of Swedes."
Previously he had spent fottr
years in Maine after vowing he
would not come out until he had
succeeded in writing a good short
story. During those years he had
wtitten SiX novels including his
two most famous works, "God’s
Little Acre" and Tobacco Road.’’
CORRESPONDENT
At one time Caldwell was a
newspaper correspondent in Mexico, Spain, Czechoslovakia, Russia
and China.
In 1941, he became a radio correspondent in Russia for CBS.
During that time he was married
to Margaret Bourke-White, distinguished photographer for Life
magazine. They collaborated on
four books.
Also at this time Caldwell wrote
six novels himself, including
"Kneel to the Ftising Sun."
Presently residing in San Francisco, Caldwell and his wife spend
most of their time traveling.
His most recent work "Around
About America" describes life
found on his latest tour of the U.S.
Approximately
20,000,000 of
Caldwell’s books have been circulated in the U.S. and abroacL
His books have been subjected to
more censorship than those of
any other American author.

"Dead End," the first play of
the year sponsored by the Drama
Department will run tonight
through Saturday at 8:15 p.m.
at the Campus theater.

gon went into its second weelc,
Communist troops attacked a second Special Forces camp 50 miles
northwest of Saigon.
In the Mekong Delta south of
Saigon, U.S. rocket-firing helicopters had to open up on Viet Cong
snipers to protect a flight of helicopters carrying Sen. Edward bL
Kennedy, D-Mass., and three other
visiting U.S. lawmakers.
Sen.
Kennedy and his party
Joseph Tydings, D-Md., and Democratic Reps., John Culver of Iowa
and John Tunney of California
escaped injury as their protective
gunships drew Conununist fire
along a free line as their flight
approached Cal Cai village.
Three U.S. Marine aircraft were
lost in the Da Nang area some
380 miles northeast of Saigon. Two
Marine F4C Phantom jets crashed
into Monkey Mountain two miles
west of Da Nang, and all four
crewmen were presumed dead.
PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

FOR INDEPENDENT
AND RESPONSIBLE
REPRESENTATION

JOHN
GRAHAM
FROSH REP.
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’Mob Reflects
Moral Decay’
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SCOTT MOORE

By KEN BROWN
Senior, English major, Fremont
There are perhaps five or six people
alive today whom I admire without reservation. Last Friday Roger Lette became
one of these people.
I would have admired him if he had
burned his card (although from my point
of view it is a rather foolish act) because
I agree with his stated reasons for wanting to burn it. But I admire him much
more for refusing to burn it. 1 can’t remember ever being disgusted with a group
of people as I was with that mob who
gathered around him on Sesenth Street.
They thought everything was so hilariously
f tinny.
Roger was talking about people being
killed, and they were laughing. He was
talking about mothers weeping over the
bodies of their children, and the idiots
were laughing.

Advertising Mgr., BOB SCHERNER

Editorial Comment

Right To Restrain?
Neither he nor we could understand

In a tlay ith ugly and saddening
incidents, one particular scene stood
out as perhaps the most extreme in its

why he was not allowed to act.

disa% owal of human rights.

his fatherwhy don’t you

Roger Lette’s decision to burn his
draft card had a dramatic effect on
his father. Thomas. In the midst of

through?"

the tumult on Seenth Street Friday,
Thomas Lette attempted somehow to
reason with his son.
The elder Lette watched with
horror as the 19-year-old youth refused to heed his advice. He then announced to the crowd that he had come
"either to take him home or to bury

"I.et me through," he cried. "I’m
let me

Apparently, however, these Btudents and many others hoped to witness a scene reminiscent of a "Roman
spectacle." The smell of blood in the
air prevented the man most qualified
to do so from halting what would have
been an absurd and inglorious exhibition of lawbreaking.
It is frightening to think what
might have happened had these three
students, or others of the same mind,

him. I’m his father and I mean it."
Ile then went back to stand near the

prevented Miss Dorothy Ann Morris

podiuni.

from reaching young Lette.

A moment later, as Thotnas Lette

We askwho are these people who

was about to intervene again on behalf

felt qualified to make lalue judgments

of ltis son, three studentsBrian Heg-

on another hutnan’s life? Who are they

gen, Gene Lokey and Larry Collins

to decide what is and what isn’t good

linked arms in order to restrain the

for a person? Why did they take it

man from his son.

upon themselves to do their best to see

Lette’s reaction was one of amazement and bewilderment. He was a
father trying to protect his son from
what he believed to be a grave mistake.

a fellow man crucified on an emotional
and legal cross?
The questions are thereand the
answers are obvious.

The Draft Card Section

Pork Barrel

No Nomination, Please
By CAR1 KOEGLE
I come before you today to announce
a grave but monumental decision in my
life. I have spent many sleepless nights
lo these past weeks wrestling with my
conscience to do what is right.
This has not been an easy decision
to reach nor will it he easy to carry out.
However, with resolution of heart and the
conviction that this is the only right and
proper thing to do, I will now proceed.
I firmly profess to you here and now
that 1 am not nor have I ever been a
candidate for ASB president.
Oh, I realize that it might be a bit
early to be thinking about the ASB elections. But I beliese that it can never be

early to declare your intentions and remove yourself once and for all from the
catnpaign.
look what happened to
After all
Nixon. He always took too long to declare
himself out of every race he has ever been
in and look what happened to him.
So, once again I would like to state
publicly, that I am not now nor have I
ever been a candidate for ASB president.
I will notI cannot rule out the possibility of a genuine draft. I will consider
it my duty as a patriotic Spartan to rtut
if the people want me.
The door is openif a draft develops
I will not (maybe) refuse (based upon
the Circumstances iti-t6 time, of course).

Thrust and Parry

Students Continue Debate on Forum Sequel
llust Rork for Peace
On Campus’ Lette Says
Editor:
I have come to realize that my appeal for
peace has been misdirected. It is clear to me
that international peace is impossible unless
there Ls peace on Seventh Street. Peace on
Seventh Street is impossible unless each individual on this campus and in this nation
feels peace in his heart.
Those persons such as myself who sincerely
wish to work for peace can do so by eliminating the ignorance, suspicion, intolerance, hostility and hatred we see every day on this
campus. These are the causes of war.
in no sense is this a more idealistic plea,
but in another way it is the most realistic.
I can set no other way.
Roger Lette
AR21

Soldier’s Wife Lauds
’Display of Courage’
FAItor:
Because I am ashamed of those students
who consider a man protesting his convictions as a show for their amusement, because
I think the measure of United States integrity must equal the measure of its freedom
to dissent. and because I must defend the
right of every human being to act. a_s his
ethical code requires, as long a.s he injures
no one else, I deeply apologize to Roger Lette
for the treatment he met with here last
Friday.
my husband. believing our position there
justified, is now serving in Viet Nam, and
I cannot agree with Lette’s opinions. Yet I
must respect the courage and Integrity he
showed in doing what he felt he must, and I
must express my shame at the way his actions were received.
Mrs. Kathryn Morgan
A2S84

’Peanut Gallery Show
Put on by Juvenile’ s’
&Mort
Peanut -gallery behavior, although typietti
of a minority, turned Seventh Street into a
speeiiele Wit Friday Whatever our attitudes
toward war, Viet Nam, the law, anti "con-

scientious objectors," it is nevertheless vital
that we retain a respect for others’ convictions.
Roger Lette’s stand should have been taken
seriously; but juvenile elements, adhering to
the superficiality of the glib and ill-timed
witticism, became unnecessarily cruel. How
imnic that while we profess a "humanitarian"
ccmcern for the lives of the Vietnamese, we
fail even to listen to the message of our fellow-students.
If the Friday Forum represented, as one
student stated, "the worst TGIF I’ve seen,"
then our values are in definite need of reconstruction. If we can dismiss a boy’s future
with a booming "Bum, Baby, Burn," how
much emphasis and respect can we expect
for our own judgments?
What prior taste we show by not recognizing a student’s . sincerity! Perhaps the
jeering and taunting from the immature
fringe group was a defense mechanism designed to conceal a lack of any conviction
on their part.
At any rate, Friday’s tragedy wasn’t simply the potential outcome of a sensitive
pacifist’s actit was our misfortune to have
heard the spoutings of small-minded bigmouthed individuals, whose claim to fame is
that of having been there "When ..."
Mariheth Brickley
ASA 1188

’War History Shows
Pacificism Won’t Work’
Editar:
In his letter to the editor (Oct. 25), James
Young contends that "we hanged Nazi German.s less than 20 years ago for the same
kind of actions that Americans are performing in Viet Nam today."
As with most who oppose U.S. policy in
Viet Nam, he offered no supporting evidence
or examples to back up his statements. It
appears to me that our actions in Viet Nam
are exactly the same as we should have taken
against the Axis powers when they first invaded Poland and Ethiopia.
If the pacifists of that day thought pacificiSM would prevent more war, they were badly
mistaken. It merely increased the greed and
courage of Hitler and Mussolini who, a.s history books tell us, thought they had nothing
to fear from the "decadent and soft democracies."
It pacifirisiii didn’t work theft, why do so
many students and teachers think that it Will

work now? Also, most if not all the arguments I have read for U.S. withdrawal hme
been either vague, eva.sive or emotional.
When am I going to hear some arguments
based on logic and political reasons for U.S.
withdrawal? I admit I have much to learn
about politics, so I welcome those who oppose
U.S. policy to try to put me right.
Until they do, I must agree with Adlai
Stevenson, who wrote: "We seek to defend
the right of people, be it in Korea, or South
Viet Nam, not to have their future decided
by violence. Retreat leads to retreat, just as
aggression leads to aggression in this still
primitive international community."
Gary Waltrip
A12023

Draft Card Burning
’Childish Spectacle’
Editor:
I cannot understand what the author of the
Oct. 25 eciltorial, "Mob Rule Reverses," is
thinking of in his editorial. He would have
us believe we’re supposed to condone the deliberate public destruction of draft cards on
this campus without raising the voice of protest.
It is daimed the students of this school
made a sideshow spectacle out of Roger
Lette’s immature attempt to demonstrate his
convictions. How could the students make a
spectacle out of what was already a planned
and well -advertised event to attract attention?
Is not a childish, meaningless stunt such
as this In violation of public law, a sideshow
spectacle perpetrated on the student body
of this school? Who is immune fmm ridicule
when speaking publicly? The President of
the United States is not immune from that.
It was not mentioned that most of the
students present, Many of whom were his
strongest critics, applauded him for having
the sense to decline from destroying his draft
card. I was very happy that he didn’t make
a mistake for which both he and his family
would have had to pay.
It the students present had not voiced their
dissent, then, would not it have implied the
student body supported Lette’s action of destroying his draft card? If so, then this institution would have had a public linage of
which it truly could be ashamed.
Would Roger Lone and his followers have

us believe that the spectacle of draft card
burning is a solemn sacrificial rite to be tolerated on our campus in contradiction to the
law as a shining example of the mature responsibility to our fellow citizens which our
school represents?
I hope minority campus organizations will
spare us the prospect of the spectacle of any
further displays of "honorable" draft evasion.

Gordon Werne
A9891

SJS Campus Group
Knocks U.N. Festival
Editor:
We, members of the Arab-American Club
at SJS, are of the united opinion that the
treatment of our representatives at the United
Nations’ festival last weekend, and our forced
withdrawal from that festival, was both unwarranted and unjust. It seems inappropriate
that such a gathering should discriminate
against representatives of 13 Arab countries
which are members of the U.N. in favor of
B’nai B’rith.
Israel already was represented by another
booth. The above was the direct result of
political antagonism deliberately introduced
by the above Zionist -inclined group due to
a pro-Jewish (religion), anti-Zionist (political) book, by Moshe Menuhin (a conscientious Jew) which we displayed.
Among the many indignities to which our
representatives were subjected were: (1)
threats which could have led to physical violence (2) derogatory remarks (3) anti-Arab
demonstration In front of our booth (4) lack
of due consideration by the U.N. festival board
for our situation in view of the above injustices.
We regret that these incidents occurred
during a U.N. festival. However, this situation was incited by sources outside our control, and we felt then and still feel strongly
compelled to represent our case as welt as
possible.
In order that such incidents may be discouraged in the future, we suggest to the
U.N. festival board that when possible, U.N.
countries should he represented by groups
willing to represent them in all aspects; that
when the above is possible, it is inappropriate
for such a country to be also represented
by a special interest group which will represent only an incomplete view of the same
country
Niembers of the Arah-American Club

’HILARIOUS’ AGONY
He was talking about the privation
and agony of a people who have known
only war all their lives, and this of course
was hilarious. There is no doubt in my
mind that these were the same people
who stand on a street looking tip at a
possible suicide and yell at him to
"Jump!"
I am not talking about the conservatives in the crowd who disagreed with
Roger’s position. I am talking about walking machines who don’t have an ounce of
compassion or understanding in their
bodies.
I am sure their parents are very proudl
of them because they are intelligent and
are going to college and will become doc- 1
tors and lawyers and ministers and teachersgood, upstanding American citizens.
But all of their intelligence and education
and degrees and diplomas will be meaningless because they don’t have the souls.
’GOOD’ CITIZENS
These are the "good" citizens who don’t
mind going 75 on the Nimitz if they eau
get away with it; who, if they are underage, will get stinking drunk at a TGIF
party; who don’t worry about getting a
girl pregnant just for a few minutes or
fun; who would be perfectly willing to
cheat on their income tax if they could
be sure they woultln’t get caught.
They think nothing of breaking law-.
that are designed to keep people from
getting slaughtered on the highways, or
from getting drunk arul destroying property, or from embarrassing a girl and hurting
her family and bringing an unwanted child
into the world, or from refusing to pay
their share of the country’s expense.
But let someone like Roger break a
law which would force him to go into
a foreign war and murder people whom
he has no desire to murder, and theve.
"good" citizens think it is all very funii.
FORTUNATE SHAME
The fortunate thing is that there were
some people among that crowd who don’t
think it was very funny, who were ashamed
that it was necessary for Roger or anyone
else to be up there on that platform last
Friday. Roger’s father grahbed the microphone and, pointing to the crowd, said,
"These people don’t care for you!" True,
the laughing morons didn’t care, because
they don’t care about anythingthey are
little tin people without any souls.
But some of us do care. And remember,
we are the nee who count.
All the rest can go to -- ! And they
probably will.
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Rep. Gubser Leads
ects Homecoming Parade
,ay
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Charles S. Gubser, former SJS
student who is now serving his
!, seventh term in the House of
Representatives, v.111 return to
Washington Square next week as
grand marshal for this year’s

six people ilomecoming.
hout reser- Gubser, R-Gilroy, will
.te became of honor at a banquet at

be guest
the Villa
Felice restaurant in Los Gatos
7 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 4. AssemblyGeorge Sillies, R- Gilroy, will
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nth Street.
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NOV. 1.
Congressman Gubser’s major appearances will be at the parade
through downtown San Jose at
1 p.m. Saturday., Nov. 6, and the
Homecoming game that night at 7.
Gubser is scheduled to arrive on
the SJS campus at 10 a.m. Friday,
Nov. 5. He will have lunch with
the Homecoming Committee and
then attend an informal reception
for the faculty at 2 p.m. in HEL
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g over the
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After leaving SJS, Gubser received his BA from the University
of California. He also did graduate
work at UC.
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Mark Hutchins, chairman of
homecoming
said
the committee hoped to increase
FRIDAY
9 p.m.-Coronation Ball at the school spirit and participation in
Santa Clara County Fair- homecoming activities by sponsoring the "western dress" day.
grounds Pavilion
10:30 p.m.-Crowning of the 1965
In addition, a circular button
Homecoming Queen at the depicting Spardi astride the UOP
Coronation Ball
tiger will go on sale today in front
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GIRLS!
GIRLS!
GIRLS!
We offer various interesting temporary assignments.
Register now!
NO FEE
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THURSDAY, NOV. 4
of the cafeteria, bookstore, and on
7 p.m.-Grand
Banquet Seventh Street, according to Bill
at -the Villa Felice Restaurant Honey, buttons chairman.
in Los Gatos
Honey said the buttons are symFRIDAY, NOV. 5
All day-Western Dress Day
10 a.m.-Grand Marshal Charles
Gubser arrives on campus
2 p.m.-Informal reception for
Gubser in HE1
7:30 p.m.- Bonfire Rally at the
County Fairgrounds

Marshal

Class of 1955
Sets Homecoming
Reunion, Dance

1:30

_Aspen

_Snafu

Alfa

Also on Homecoming Day, members of the Class of ’55 will re,
new acquaintances at its
reunion.
More than 700 invitations have
been sent to alumni, according to

Plane
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bolic of SJS’ hopes for the homecoming game with University of
the Pacific on Saturday, Nov. 6.
Each of the
has
number on it, and the "lucky" digit
will be announced at the Saturday
night game with UOP.
Next week, the buttons will be
sold by the campus living centers,
as well as at the booths. The
living center which sells the most

buttons

a

’Cowboy’ Dusel
To Ride Again
At least one SJS administrator plans to get into the
swing of this year’s Homecoming activities.
Vice President William J.
Dusel told the Academic Council Monday he is willing to don
western garb next Friday to
promote the Homecoming theme
of "Spartan Round-Up."
Dr. Dusel introduced a resolution etzeouraMng all administrative and faculty members to
participate in Homecoming by
doing the mune.
Ills measure was "chucklingly
passed," according to Dr. Gerald Wheeler, Council chairman,
svho didn’t know to what extent the faculty and itdrubtistration would respond.
It is hoped that Dr. Duttel
won’t be the only cowboy on
campus come Nov. 5.

buttons in reiiition to its size will
receive a plaque which will be
kept until the same contest produces another winner next year.
This is the first year that such
a "circulating" plaque has been
offered, according to Honey.

Mark
Hutchins,
hum-com i
committee chairman,
will
an- !I
nounce and crown the queen, as
Mary Blomquist, last year’s Home
coming queen, officially relinquishes her title and then presents1
a bouquet of flowers to her succeThssoer.
1965 Homecoming Queen
will be one of five finalists: Miss
Kris Oxsen, senior, sponsored by
Dancing Nightly
Sigma Phi Epsilon; Miss Linda
Featuring:
Eckberg, senior, Delta Upsilon;
Miss Betty Lou Mathes, senior,
Spartan Band and Sigma Chi; Miss
Lynn Nibbe, sophomore, Alpha
Tau Omega: and Miss Judy Salberg, sophomore, Sigma Alpha EpSession
silon.
Starting at 4 p.m.
The Coronation Ball will be
held from 9 to 1 a.m. Friday night
4340 Moorpark at Saratoga
at the Santa Clara County Fair******************
***** *
grounds pavilion.
Following the Homecoming
SMART STUDENTS
*
theme of Spartan Roundup, the
SAVE $ $ $
pavilion will be decorated to resemble a New Orleans saloon.
Music for the semi -formal dance
will be provided by the Dick Foy
Band from San Francisco.
Free bids for the Coronation

"Redi-Room

"The
Regimentals"

If you earned a "B" average on

Parade Activities Termed
’Biggest in SJS History’

your SPRING SEMESTER you will
receive an EXTRA 20% discount
or savings of $50-$150 on CAR

TisuRANc E.

offered only

*
STATE FARM INSURANCE
the Salvador streets. All entrants will * - , 1 car end :
cv,.,
homecoming parade committee, has be assembled in the staging areal
PAUL J. SCOLA
called this year’s parade "the by 1 p.m. for the final evaluation.
OFFICE: 3784123
RES.: 2684908 i
7870944147070**44711.717.1070470944 4
largest parade in SJS history."
paid advertisement
Phelps says, "There will be 12
high school bands in the parade
from the bay area, besides the
SJS marching band."
Don

Phelps,

chairman of

VOTE
FOR

Congressman Charles Gubser,
R-Gilroy, is to be Grand Marshal
for the parade.

LINDA
ECKBERG

Construction of the floats will
take place in the National Guard
Armory. Work will start this
with the first evaluation
Monday, Nov. 1.

Sunon

day,

Second evaluation of the floats
will be Friday, Nov. 5. All work
on the floats must be completed
by 6 p.m. Friday and any entrant
not completed will be disqualified.
Awards will be given for the
float’s basic construction, its performance in the parade, and the
finished product in the armory.
The pararte will begin at 1:30
p.m. on \ r!s. 6 at First and San

for

HOMECOMING
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Delta t psilon 155 So. lltls
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Walk in now for
Hofbrau Style Food -Moderate Prices
Roost Eastern Beef

1.50

Virginia Raked Hem

1.50

Kooslaer Style Corned Beef

1.50
1.50

Turkey

Chicago Sole Pastrami

1.50

Roast Turkey Leg

1.45

- COMBINATION

PLATES -

Any 3 meats
$1.75
Swiss
cheese
.35
Slab of mat%
include choice of Barbecued
or Macaroni, Bread and Butter

11711114"THOE.5
SAN ANTONIO CY230111
Downtown San /we

$2.00

Any 2 meats

orders

Visit the Gaslife for Fun.

SAN CARLOS at

Beaus,

Banquet Facilities 5

Balkoom Leasing. Rooms from
30

kinfkii.n.r&a

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Sunday

Roast T

LAST CHANCE to hear the rockin’ sounds
... THE GAUCHOS!
William F. Williams of KLIV will he on
hand again to MC the DANCE CONTEST.
-.4-

ii."1"41"1"241111111411"1"1141111

on final

TONIGHT!

LEGE

ceive
5,
when the students and faculty will
dress in western garb. In similar fashion, Honey
is encouraging students to buy his buttons,
which depict Spardi astride the UOP tiger.

Patrick Spooner, ’55 class president and reunion chairman.
Pres. Robert D. Clark will be
the keynote speaker at a reception
and lunch to be held at Villa Felice
Restaurant in Los Gatos beginning
at 11 a.m.
Alumni will then have a chance
to participate in Homecoming
activities before attending the
alumni dance.
Working with Spooner
are ’55 class officers Mesdames Barbara Morgan,
Missy O’Neill, and Joyanne Kennedy.

reunion plans

And they
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committee,

SATURDAY, NOV. 6
p.m. - Homecoming Parade
The annual alumni dance and a
begins
7 p.m.-UOP game at the Spartan reunion of the Class of 1955 will
highlight alumni activities during
Stadium
CY 3-063 I
II I W. St. John
Homecoming Day Saturday, Nov. 6.
The dance will be held at the
LET US RESERVE AIR AND HOTEL NOW!
Hawaiian Gardens in San Jose
after the SJS-UOP football game.
by Train
It is open to all SJS alumni and
_VI
friends, Richard Buxton, Alumni
valley hy Min
Association director, said.

there were
I who don’t
re ashamed
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atform last
the microrowd, said,
our True,
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remember,

campus-wide emphasis on Friday, Nov.
be asked to

SAVE ME! Andy Lerios, homecoming queen
chairman, looks as if she needs protection from
Bill Honey, who has evidently gone wild with his
1965 Homecoming buttons. This year’s Homecoming theme of "Spartan Roundup" will re-

Western Dress Set

Special Student Rates
or
Rent To Own

are available tixiay in front

STORE

Homecoming Promotion

TYPEWRITER

Ilali s:.:11 be aallable all this %seek,
!hint said.
Bids
of the Spartan Bookstore and the
Spartan Cafeteria. They may be
obtained at the Student Affairs
Business Office on Thursday anti
F’riday.

um.)
f4oroBOOK

Gubser’s work has included
teaching high school, managing a
small family farm, and working
with the Santa Clara County Farm
Bureau.
In 1950, he wa.s elected to the
California State Assembly and
served on the Agriculture, Governmental Efficiency and Economy, and Revenue and Taxation
Corzunit tees.
Only two years later, Gubser
Students and faculty alike are
won a six-way primary and then
being encouraged to don western
went on to win election to the
House of Representatives in No- garb on Friday, Nov. 5, to
promote the 1965 Homecoming
vember, 1952.
theme of "Spartan Roundup."

RENT A

SPARTAN DAILY-8

The 1963 Homecoming Queen
officially will begin her reign Friday night at the Coronation Ball
as she walks through SJS Pershing
Rifles archway to accept her
crown, trophy, and flowers.
The SJS student body will vote
for Homecoming Queen today and
tomorrow during campus elections.
The queen will be announced ;!!
10:30 Friday night, approximate!:
an hour and a half after the dune!
begins. according to Jim Huh!
coi-unation ball chairman.

Gubser studied economics,
cal science, and history at SJS
for two years, finishing his junior
college work here in 1934. He was
fresh president in 1933.

NoV. 1 from I to 5 p.m.

1965

Queen’s Coronation
Set for Friday Night

On the same day, Gubser will
the Student Affairs view the floats in the final stages
Business Office for $4 each. Dead - of completion at the San Jose
National Guard Armory. At 7.45
Friday night, the congressman will
Autograph Party for
introduce the cheer leaders and
pom pan girls at the bonfire rally.
’ Itl \II \TIBER WillEN"

27,

Fairground Pavilion

; for want- purchased at
I

October

to 700.

$85 Per Month.

MARKET STS.

Located in the Saint Claire Hotel

CY 5-2626

OWN A GENUINE "RAT FINK"
of the
Fink" jacket
beauty
with layback

The rage of fhe campus, the talk
town! "Rat
is a furry
of North American Arctic Shag pile ... water
repellent, warm, and ’way out! Fully lined. Styled
hood, "hog nose" big front zipper. Silver black or brown. Sizes
S, M, L, XL ... from $19.95
First National and Bank of America Charge Plans

ART MARTINEZ Mons’ Wear

1st and San Carlos

We validate en periing tickets
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Wednesday, October 27, 1965

Members of the SJS Dames,
a campus organization comprised
of married students’ wives, will
celebrate Halloween this year
with a "Trick -or-Treat" dance
at the DeAnza Hotel, 233 W.
Santa Clara St, Saturday, 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m.
Couples who attend the social
affair, opened to the public, are

Club To Hear Talk
On Russian Culture

Last of Series

Dames Plan Halloween Dance
asked to wear costumes, according to Miss Sue Schock, SJS
Dames officer.
Those not wearing costumes
will be "fined" 25 cents at the
door, said Miss Schack.
Music will be provided by the
Dave Pugh combo. Tickets are
being sold for $2 per couple
at CHI ’

Introducing the Band-Aides ...
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the fifth and final part of n series introducing to readers various members
of the BandAides. SJS dancing coeds who perform or.ginal dance routines at halft.rne shows with
the Spartan marching band.

Guest speaker at the Russian
Club meeting today, 8 p.m. in
Cafeteria A, will be Wadim Kolosovich, expert in Russian culture and various Russian dialects.
Kolosovich’s talk will concern
the background of Russian culture and language. Following his
speech, he will play the guitar
and sing Russian songs, according to Con Lebedeff, Russian
Club’s social chairman.
Students wanting to attend
this evening’s talk are asked to
contact Lebedeff at 286-6622
or Miss Tamara Kotkov at 2984721.
The organization, advised by
Dr. Francis Pann, SJS assistant
professor of foreign Languages,
was originally created for the
advancement of Russian culture
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G AY

SARATOGA

400 South First

145fte Big Basin Way 867-3026

294-5544
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Adults

COMMON LAW WIFE
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1433 The Alameda
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Delta Zeta sorority members
celebrated their Founder’s Day
event Monday with a candlelight
ceremony at which ten coeds
were initiated into membership.
Special guest was Mrs. A. Nicol,
Providence XIV president, who
was making her annual visit to
the Delta Zeta house, 201 S.
llth St.
lq
At the ceremony, Virgiiiiit
kBoone received the Domthy
kCasey merit award; Nadine
Elich, scholarship award; Caro\ lyn Hoehn, scrapbook award;
and Charmaine Warnock was
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and
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A newcomer to the BandAides this year is 19-year-old
Suzi Seydel, junior social science and speech correction major from Sacramento. Miss Seydel proved to be such an accomplished tap dancer and ballet
student in her youth that she
was asked to teach those dances
for two years. She enjoys sewing, knitting, swimming, water
and snow skiing. When asked
why she decided to try-out for
the Band-Aides, Miss Seydel replied, "I love to dance and whenever I watched the Band-Aides
perform it always looked like so
much fun "

Report on Activities

Peter, Paul.
Mary

Mono.

SUZI SEYDEL

Sociology student Donna
Chambers is a newcomer to the
SJS Band-Aides. The 19-yearold sophomore, who used to perform jazz routines at her high
school football games, enjoys
ballet and jazz dancing. Water
skiing and playing the piano
are two of her favorite activities. Upon graduating, she hopes
to become a social worker.
Coming from Campbell, the
light brown-haired, blue-eyed
coed says that she enjoys performing with the Band -Aides

Residents
SJS Fraternal Groups Begin Year
With Picnic

ro

Regular
3.79

DONNA CHAMBERS
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KAREN LEE BRAY
Karen Lee Bray, 21, has been
a member of the Band-Aides for
five years. She says that she has
been dancing since the age of
eight and has performed in several San Diego and San Jose
Light Opera presentations. Miss
Bray, a senior physical education
student at SJS, was the first
runner-up in the 1963 Miss San
Jose beauty contest. She also
was named Miss Summerset,
sponsored by Hoover Hall, has
served as president of the Spartan Spears, and was one of the
Outstanding Women on Campus
in 1963 named by the Associated
Women Students of S.TS.

and for assisting students in
learning the Russian language.
However, the membership is
not restricted to those who
speak Russian or are presently
enrolled in Russian classes, said
club president Bill Basansky.
Next major event for the Russian Club is a formal dinnerdance to be held at the Mercury Club in San Francisco,
Saturday, Nov. 6.

j..speock. I

ENGAGEMENTS
Sherry Kirsch, junior at SJS,
recently became engaged to
Leon S. Littleford, senior physical education major from River.dcle. A summer wedding is
planned.
Nancy Wallin, junior physical
education major from Castro
Valley, has announced her betrothal to First Lt. Lynn Peterson, 1963 SJS graduate in elementary education, now enlisted
in the U.S. Marine Corps. Couple
have set August for a wedding
date.
Nancle J. Thompson, junior
home economics major, has revraled her betrothal to Joe D.
McDonald of Portland, Ore.,
presently in U.S. Navy.
PINNING
sm.. Sargent, Chi Omega
sorority member and senior
speech education major from
Glendale, has accepted the fra!emits, pin of Duane Kim, sentor economics major from Fullerton and member of Alpha
Tau Omeea fraternity.

Residents of 14 college-approved independent houses
named outstanding pledge.
gathered at William Street Park
Sigma Alpha Mu honored their
Sunday afternoon for hot dogs,
new group of Sammy Sisters at
three-legged races, volleyball
a banquet Tuesday, Oct. 19, at
and baseball games, and a "very
the Sammy house, 332 S. llth
wet" balloon fight.
Nearly 100 students attended
St.
the picnic with their houseCoeds who received certifimothers from Toad Hall, Raincates of recognition at the baners, Magnolia Manor, Merri Lee
quet included Barbara Kushner,
Hall, Colonial Hall, Marian
Donalyn McCurry of Delta Zeta,
-earciljnine. Ro-u;e "iir Delta 2eTir,h Halr"1".-Fldne Cnarlotfe Hall,
Craig Hall, White Pagoda, Chez
Andy Weiner, Marie Williams of
Nous, Tranquil Manor, HamilKappa Kappa Gamma, Jill Wanton House, and Heather House.
der of Alpha Epsilon Phi and
Co-chairmen for the event
Judi Sorenson of Alpha Epsilon
were Ruth Magnenson of MagPhi.
nolia Manor and Garry Kleeman
Theta Xrs Little Sisters of
of Toad Hall.
the Unicorn announced their
new officers for the year. President is Joan Teza, member of
Alpha Omega Pi; vice-president,
Linda Hill of Alpha Omega Pi;
A representative from Consecretary-treasurer, Arleen Pattinental Securities Inc. will
and
Omega,
Chi
Alpha
terson of
speak to members of Rho Epsong chairman, Shirley Johnson
silon, SJS chapter of national
of Kappa Kappa Gamma.
real estate fraternity, tomorMims Phi Epallon fraternity row, 7 p.m., in Room 1 of the
brothers have elected nine coeds
Home Economics Building. Rho
into their Golden Hearts Club,
Epsilon officer Gary Rogers ingroup.
atuciliary
vites all students interested in
an
New Golden Hearts are Linda
hearing the real estate professional to attend the meeting.
Lyday of Delta Gamma, Trish
Lang of Alpha Phi, Tina Newton
HEMEL SETS TALK
of Kappa Kappa Gamma, Karen
President Robert D. Clark will
Nielsen of Kappa Kappa Ganuna,
Debbie Duvall of Kappa Kappa speak to the Hillel Foundation toGamma and Linda Lasater of morrow at the Newman Center
beginning at 7:30 p.m
Sigma Kappa.
His topic will be "Important AsOthers elected were Margie
Payne, a junior from Sunny- pects of College Life."
The presentation of Pres. Clark
vale; Louise Brocator, a junior
from San Mateo; and Cory Mar- as guest speaker will be one of
shall, a sophomore from Los many culturally-oriented activities
sponsored by the Hillel Foundation.
Altos.

Rho Epsilon Meets

,2)

2)_Aelio Clore

CY 2-3567
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With Eaton’s Corrdsable Bond Typewriter Paper, you
can erase that goof without a trace.
Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface permits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corr5sable.
In light, medium. heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
handy 100 -sheet packets and 500 -sheet ream boxes.
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There’s No Trick
In Treating Yourself at

SEE THE STARS

PIZZA
HAVEN

THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
ANNOUNCES

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Representatives of Los Angeles County will be on campus
November 10 to interview graduating seniors for entry level
positions in the following:

OR

ADMINISTRATIVE A1D$530 per month to start. A I 2 -month
on the job training program in a large line department. Qualifies for promotional opportunities on program completion.
CIVIL ENGINEERING ASS1STANT$696 mo. Starting Salary
C.7ain experience that will qualify you for registration selection
in+erview5, no further examination required.
VISIT YOUR
PLACEMENT

OFFICE

NOW

Let Us Treat You
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THE PIZZA PEDDLER FOR

,nrih the Hole in Otre Ronf

NO COVER

POPULAR PRICES
HOLLYWOOD’S

* 12"

WHISKY ’A GO GO
Washington 8. Murphy
Reservations
738.2576

* Spaghetti, Salad, Garlic Bread

Sunday Aft
Dance Session at 4 p.m.
Special Discount Prices

* * * * * * * * * .44

Sausage, Pepperoni, Plain

* Chicken Dinnet

SUNNYVALE

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
OFFICE OF CAMPUS AND FIELD RECRUITMENT
222 North Grand Ave., Los Angeles 90012

Pizza

*

Ca/I 295-3805 for Free Delivery
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Marrii Nixon demonstrated her
talent as a comedienne as well
as a versatile vocalist in Saturday’s recital in Concert Hall.

READ THIS . . .
... nd you will learn +hat we
at San Jose Optical Co. are
presenting
special student
discount to all San Jose State
students. We specialize in contact lenses and have a wide
Lassortment of colors.
SAN JOSE OPTICAL CO.
634 E. Santa Clara
293-2312

Miss Nixon, whose singing
voice has been dubbed In for
stars in the movies "West Side
Story" and "My Fair Lady,"
performed in the second program of the ASB’s "Invitation
to the Arts" series.
Although most of her selections were serious in tone
(Brahms, Mozart), the vocalist
amused the audience with renditions of several non-sensieal
and sometimes ribald numbers.
To assure audience understruldbig, she read the lyrics to one
of her songs.
Miss Nixon has performed as
a dramatic actress and is associated with the Pa.sadena Playhouse.
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PAYING TOO MUCH FOR
AUTO INSURANCE?
New Low Rates
If 21 or Over

A-1 Company
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THE SPARTANS WIN AGAIN!
It could be in part due to the fact
that they now use SUPER PLENAMINS VITAMINS, the official vitamin of the United States Olympic
Team and the National Football
League.
So if you too are long overdue for
a winner then why not give SUPER
PLENAM1NS a fry. Available at
Armstrong’s.
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Classic Film
’Love Game’
Runs Today

Students
To Perform

S iS

i:aritone Carson Wong will
sing selections by Put:cell, Merlkanto and Verdi at the Student
Recital Thursday at 1:30 p.m. in
Concert Holl. He will be accompanied by Dae Baird.
Pamela Pyle will play piano
pieces by Schoenberg, Ravel and
Lisz t

"The Game of Love," directed
by Claude Autant-Lara, will be
shown in TH55 at 3:30 and 7
p.m. today.
The film is the fifth in the
Classic film series, sponsored by
the Spartan Programs Committee and the A -V Service Center.
"The Game of Love" is adapted from the novel "Le Ale En
Herbe" by: Colette. Colette, upon
seeing the adaptation of her
novel of adolescent love exclaimed, "The magic of the cinema has brought my charaeters
before me!"
"The Game of Love" tells of
16-year-old Phil and 15-year-old
Vinci’, whose parents share a
summer house on the coast of
Brittany. They are inseparable
companions. They speak solemnly of the future and experiment
with innocent kisses under the
indulgent eyes of their parents
until "the woman in white"
comes to live in a house nearby
and helps Philip discover the
"unknown illness" of love.
"The Game of Love" won the
Grand Prix du Cinema Francais
in 1954 and the Diploma of
Merit, Edinburgh Film Festival.

rroCe aores

Opera Workshop
To Perform ’Flute’

Erroll Garner
To Perform in SJ

The SJS Departments of Music and Drama are co-sponsoring the Opera Workshop performance of Mozart’s "The
Magic Flute," Nov. 9 and 10
at 8:15 in Concert Hall.
The production will be staged
and directed by Dr. Edwin C.
Dunning, associate professor of
music. Assisting Dr. Dunning
will be Carson Wong, who will
conduct the opening performance
in partial fulfillment of requirements for his master’s degree.

Erroll Garner, will perform in
concert with ba.ss and percussion
accompaniment at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium, for one performance only on Friday evening. Nov. 19 at 8:30.
Tickets are available at Wendell Watkins Box Office located
in Sherman Clay, 89 South First
St.
The concert is being presented
by San Jose Music and Arts
Foundation. Wendell Watkins is
managing director

3. Will you have professional
services available to assist
in your over-all financial
objectives?
Mutual Benefit policy
owners can say yes.
TOM FIELDS
Write or call for inlormation
Dan Hitchcock SJS ’59
Larry Nelson SFS ’62
Tom Fields 5.15 ’65

MUTUAL
BENEFIT LIFE
715 North First Street
Suite 35
San Jose 297-2738
Peninsula 968-6816
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STRIKING
The most striking arid Ille111orable thing about ’the play is
the scenery by J. Wendell Johnson, professor of drama. The
audience cannot forget that the
action is set in a New York City
slum and that a rich boy’s bal.
-cony overloolcs the poor boys’
alley playground .
The orchestra pit in the College Theater was camouflaged
to create an illusion of the East
River. The "Dead End Kids" actually dive off the stage into
the East River pit and are wet
when they climb out.
Ste V, n Tri nwit h . portraying

At
Michael’s Motors,
YOU, the
Volkswagen
Owner,
are the King
Whether you come in for a tune-up or a complete engine overhaul you and your VW will receive greatest personal attention
From Michael, the European VW and Porsche specialist.
YOUR VW AND PORSCHE SERVICE and REPAIR CENTER
ONLY ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon. thru Fri. and
8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sat.

MICHAEL’S MOTORS
17 S. 8th St., San Jose

Phone 295-1455

"Dynosnic

6%/5sent-tto

ACCOMPANIMENT
"The Magic Flute" will be performed by a cast of twenty-five
students of the music or drama
departments and augmented by
the Men’s Glee Club, under the
direction of Brent Helsingor, assistant professor of music.
Accompaniment will be supplied by duo-piano, organ, celeste,
flute and piccolo, with Mrs. Lila
Loadwick playing the principal
piano part.

SETS

Gimpty, an unemployed architect, and product of the slum
environment, grasped the characterization in the Friday night
performance as the play unfolded. Gimpty is in love with
Kay, a kept -woman, played by
Jan Ross.
Stanley A. Anderson did an
outstanding job in playing "Baby
Face" Martin, a hardened
criminal who learned the rules
of the game in reform school.
Drina, the worried older sister of Tommy, a "dead end kid"
was most convincingly played
by Judith Long.
DEAD END KIDS
The "dead end kids," most
of them played by students in
area high schools, were adequately portrayed. Ken Kopec,
S.IS drama major, did a fine
job playing Tommy, the leader
of the gang. T.B., another
"dead end kid" was well played
by SJS’ Jim McRory.
Gary Martinez playing Spit
and Robert Gould playing Dippy seemed to have captured the
roles in which the gang has
cast them.
"Dead In" is directed by Hal
J. Todd, head of t.he Drama Department. Costumes are welldone by Berneice Prisk. Lighting is handled by Kenneth Dorst.
Stage manager is Donna Kersten.

‘1110(e?op6,riteanrge

is by Kenneth Dorst, associate
professor of drama, who will
utilize, for the first time, new
lighting facilities recently installed in Concert Hall.
Costumes, designed in the
Egyptian style, are by Miss
Nancy Johnson, graduate student
of costume design.

Sets for the production are
designed by J. Wendell Johnson,
professor of drama. Lighting

By SUZAN CRAWSHAW
Fine Arts Editor
The SJS Departntent of
Drama opened the fall season
with Sidney Kingsley’s play of
social protest, "Dead End," Friday night.
The play, which wilt re-open
tonight at 8:15, for presentation
through Saturday, is a portrait
of the conflict, confusion and
often desperation that comes
out of poverty and slum living.
Kingsley’s "Dead End" could
have been terribly depressing,
but he succeeds. through realistic dialogue and sharply etched
characterization, in injecting
faughter into a "dead end" environment.

2. Will you have immediate
cash values?

65tabli5411Frbsklaj
,t/c.c-AtIrnan OcIlie,)erne,nt
,1)(\ola5111ip

DR. EDWIN C. DUNNING
. . director of Mozart’s "The Magic Flute’.

Only nonstop service

ONTARIO
New Gateway to So. Cai;forni.-.

JET/PROP ELECTRAS

Dead End Re-opens
BUY INSURANCE
1. Will you share in the
profits of the company?

Campus
Lockheed Report
Spartan Spectrum
Show Biz
Poems from the Old
F:nglish
7 p.m. Portrait in Jazz
irs
8 p.m. Centuries of the 1

cN’’jstration

CY 2-5502

3 QUESTIONS

KSJS-FM,90.7
To(lay.
5 p.m.
5:55
6 p.m.
6:15
6:30

BARRY
BROWN
FRESHMAN REPRESEtOATIVE

In College Theater

TO ASK WHEN YOU
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SPECIAL

Coach
$1780

Every Mon., Tues.,
and Wed.

plus tax

SPAGHETTI
All you can eat
$1.00
Free parking at Al’s & Earl’s
38 S. 3rd St.

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
72 E. Santa Clara Street
r*******************************************Irk******************
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Pants & Parkas
Sale priced from
$15.00 to $30.00
Oillerti
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SKI
SPECIALS
kastle
reg. S135.00 now $108.00

reg. S119.95 now

Northland
reg.
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$75.00

S37.50 now

$27.95
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Coach Fears Lobos’
Stresses Defense on Bootlegs

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

eRtor BooK
STORE

Coach Hai ry Aiido son makes
his point very clear -stop quaterhack Stan Quintana or "We’re in
for trouble "

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
6 NIGHTS A WEEK
FEATURING:
The Shadygrove Singers
Wed., Fri. and Sun.

caRea s

Jim Lewis and Trio Mon,

pecceictfre

To do both tasks will be quite
.1 chore for the SJS defensive
unit but they have been an extremely stingy crew when their
opponents love driven de e p
Spartan territory.

OVERWHELMING FAVOR

of

FUMBLE PROBLEM

Lowest air fare to Los Angeles
$11.43 Super Electra Jets
(San Diego $17.78)
727 Fan Jets $13.50 (San Diego $19.85)

Harraway was named Northern
California Co-Back of the Week
Monday. Menges says that a Nev
Mexic,, -"to

Custom Cleaners
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- uAKLAND, 8113-:!1/25
ANGELES, 776.0125
HOT_ I YWOODBURSANK ’787-4750, 246-8437
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Gas Prices in San Jose
Guaranteed Major Brand Gasoline
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Four Locations to Serve You
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FAMOUS BRANDS
BIG DISCOUNTS
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D

HARNELL

PENN

MITCHELL SOUTH

QUICK

ARPS

8IND

TRUE TEMPER

RODDY AND
MANY OTHER TOP NAMES

50% OFF!
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NAUGAHYDE
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STERY FABRICS Reg
3 00 to 12 00 yd.

GOLF
BARGAINS
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FOAM RUBBER

Polyurethene Foam
EVERY SIN & SHAPE
No Charge for Special Sites
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Taste and See

2

Dons Visit Spartans
For League Crucial
One can detect a feeling of exSince then, the Spartans have
-tement among members of the knocked.off two league. foes and
soccer team this week, and tied nne while USF has racked up
three straight wins for a record of
good reason.
4-0-1. SJS is now 2-0-2.
1st tile the powerful leagueAlthough USF has shown a def! <1.’ Dons Friday night in
inite improvement since the initial meeting, the San. Jose crew
I
It will be the most crucial game
1 as the season for the Spartan will still be a formidable foe for
the league-leaders.
crew, as they need a victory to put
The develcpment of a potent ofthem in first place. A loss, howfensive attack to go with their
ever. will virtually* des t r oy all
already established defense has
hopes of SJS taking a second conbeen the Spartans’ strongest asset
secutive NCISC championship.
in recent contests.
The teams met earlier this year,
The vast improvement of Jerry
with the contest ending in a 1-1
Koopman, who now starts at left
deadleck.
wing, and the shifting of Mani
Gonzales from left halfback to
inside left have added speed and
scoring potential to the SJS front
line.
These two, along with insid
right Lou Fraser and center forwards Joe Sermol and Ernest
Kwansa, have scored a combined
total of nine goals in the Spartans’
last two outings.

A chemical formula or a problem in physics can only be conclusively proved by means of experiment. Likewise, the claims of
Christianity can only be proved to the individual through experience.
In effect, Christianity says that a personal God exists and that He
longs to make Himself known to you in the Person of His Son, Jesus
Christ. If you will honestly give Hirn a chance, Christ will enable
you fo ...variance His reality, His life-giving power, and will give
you eternal life.
--""’"ttirt46d-commentits his love toward us. in that,
(Romans 5:8)
yet sinners, Christ died for us."

we were

" . . . believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be
saved." (Acts 16:31)
"But as many as received Him, to them He gave power to become The sons of God, even to them that believe on His name...
(John 1:i2)
If the claims of Christianity are true, if, in fact, God does exist
and Christ is the only way that we can have a personal relationship
with Him, is this not the most supremely important matter in life?
Moreover, in view of the testimony of unfold millions that Christ has
transformed their lives, don’t you think that you owe it to yourself
to make an honest investigation of the claims of the Bible? Why not
read the Gospel of John today and as you read God’s Word, pray
sincerely for God to reveal Himself to you? You will find that faith
which begins as an experiment will truly become an experience.
"A taste and
trusteth in Him."

that the Lord is good: blessed is the man that
(Psalm 34:8)

see

Contemporary Christians on Campus
Box 11791 Palo Alto
1 11111111111M 11 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

fashionable toe in town. You’ll really be

new foe and heel. Add

-

the slightly

latest clothes.

THERMAL
1.00 SKI SOX
UN, nO,F,F1TA.R.I.,7
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6th & Keyes
lOth & Taylor

4th & William
13th & Julian

THEY’RE GREAT

turned up look . . . perfect with the

1.99 Sskwie.ter,
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When you can’t
afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits
with NoDoz,
NoDOz Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy, lazy feelings of mental
sluggishness. NoDoz helps restore
your natural mental vitality...helps
quicken physical reactions. You become more naturally alert to people
and conditions around you. Yet
NODOz is as safe as coffee. Anytime
...when you can’t afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits with NoDoz.
SAFE AS COFFEE

Style

sAr.

4./5/4 00/3 25

miimmunrimistmmimigr

.99

REG.

OTHER GROUPS OF FAMOUS
MAKE NEw AND USED BOOTS

SKI PARKAS

i hu

GO GO

MERCEDES BOOTS ’9991
ac01:Dr=rttfs
WEAR

STANFORD

MOTS
. Mi
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BOX OFFICES: S. F.Downtown Center / East Elay.Breuners / Hillsdale Sherman Clay / San Jose -Sherman Clay / Stanford Tresidder Union

RACING B0015
I AS.1,1 s 1,10
I We Ptorwistd Nol To
L Publish the Names
BRAND NEW REGULAR 10 79 ,0

WILL NO/ AFFEct
ARpEARANCE.

mnr;
4

THAI SCOUNDREL SCAPIN

Phsfle "2! 2300
1E1. 4117

’’We know they are great, and
respect them, but we are not
afraid of them,’’ he continued.

New Mexico was defeated by
iz,,na State last week on four
touchrlewn passes 27-14. The Spartan secondary stopped that same
passing attack to a stand-still.
Although New Mexico might
Win Condict and REISS Webb are
have been down for its game with two other players who make the
ASU, it appears as though the Bruins the top offensive threat the
Lobos may have a weak pass Spartans have met to date.
defense.
Walton might make a few ix,r-

-)

Fame

rrt:

The Bruins have reason to command respect, boasting two members of the 1964 United State -Olympic team among its startini.i
seven.
Dave Ashley and Stan Cole both
participated in Tokyo and are now
the leading scorers f o r UCLA.
Ashley is considered the best collegiate polo player in the nation.

MOLIERES

PERE. ONLY
,
SAT., NOV. 6 ’’’’’’’P’’’’s

up-town in Cover Girl shoes with fhe

BUCKLE BOOTS
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NEWEST FINEST
NON. WILL OUT
KIS EVERY
NAYi MADE
FAMOUS BY
YAMAHA

last Saturday.
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Cover Girl’s Go Go series is the most
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UNBELIEVABLE SAYINGS
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COME AND
GET EM.
LARGE SELECTION
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AUTOMATIOUL
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ALCON SQUAW
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PRESENTS

OPENS TONIGHT AT 8:30

Spartan coach Lee Walton does
not discount another strong showing by SJS, and neither do the
players themselves.
Both feel, as Walton put it,
"You almost have to expect them
to win, but an upset on our part
is still conceivable.
CHARLEY HARRAWAY was
named Northern California CoBack of the Week for his performance against the University
Arizona

froM the hole than in previous
games this season," Walton con ceded.
To facillitate this offensive
change, junior Jim Moblad might
be moved up to the starting team.

’Sk.%.’WW\W\\

That would make the UC’LAii-an overwhelming favorite Fritlit
night. However, Cal, Stanford and
USC were also established favorites over the Spartans, but the
former two had to go to the wire
to pull out one-point victories.

To stop New llexico’s offense
will take much work by the k hole
SJS defense, especially the linebackers and defensive ends. Ander- a fine game against Arizona Sat son says that his squad will have urtlay. completing 10 out of 19. He
to watch for the option pass which has now hit on 50 passes in 102
Quintana finds so effective.
:it tempts for 757 yards.

Tilt’ Lobos, like SJS, have 11
preblerns with fumbles, LIVCPagilig
siX b(J)111CH a game.
The Spartan offense must face
the No. 1 rushing defense in the
WAC. But Anderson feels that if
a team wants to be "in the game."
they have t.o be able to run, "and
think that with backs like Charle
Harraway and John Travis we
should be able to run on them."

sonnet changes to beef up the
Spartans’ scoring potential and
has changed the SJS offense a
degree for the big meet.
"We need more power shots,
we’re going to be shooting more

Among those the Bruins con quested this year are Stanford,
California and USC --the only collegiate teams to beat San Jose
this season.

"We must ,stop their bootleg
pass," Anderson commented. "But
at the same time our defense has
to %vetch out for the runs by tailback C7arl Bradford and fullback
C’arl Jackson."

218 WILLOW ST.
CY 4-4009

DINNERS

big\ICI
Quintana is :sit,1/4
gest offensive threat and the Spartans will have to figure out how
they will stop Mr. Qulintana when
the SJS gridders tangleswith the
Lobos Saturday night in Albuquer(pie.
The six-foot, 170 pounder WEIN
the nlost valuable player in the
Western Athletic Conference
tWAC) last year and is regarded
as an outstanding runner and
passer by Anderson.

BOOTLEG PASS

Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
starts at 9 p.m.

0

,

After two spine-tingling defeats
to nationally-ranked squads in ITS
many weeks, Spartan water poloists shoot for the top Friday night
in the Spartan pool.
fullback perform against Arizona
That’s the night the vaunted
in Tucson last week rel-narked
UCLA Bruins invade the Spartan
that Hzirraway was the best back
he had seen all year.
Anderson also hopes that the tanUkCLA is the only undefeated
Spartans can pass against the team in the nation, thereby living
up to its preseason billing as the
Lobos.
SJS signal -caller Ken Berry had top collegiate contingent in the
United States.

"Quintana ts like Stanford’s
quarterback Dave Lewis," backfield coach Gene Menges added.
Spartan fans will remember Lewis
from SJS’ loss to the Indians in
this season’s inaugural.

The Cal IV Thurs. and Sat.
18

’Water Poloists Seek Upset
Quintana; Against UCLA’s Bruins Friday

Ne w Mezico Contest

illustrated

’10"

See the many colors and stylr, of
Cover Girls at Heralds

cover

girl
You con feel the dyfetenre!

Heralds Downtown
14 South First SI.
Open Thurs. Nites

Heralds Town & Country Inc.
Town & Country Village
Open Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Nitet
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Spartababes Encounter
Cal Davis Tonight
Spartan poloists begin a gruelling four-day, four-game schedule
tonight with a 7 p.m. encounter
with the Cal Davis varsity in the
Spartan pool.
After tonight, the Spartababes
face Santa Clara High in the Spartan pool Thursday afternoon at

ciPARTAN DAILY-7

3001 Bicyclists’ Meeting,
Net Tourney Finals Today

4:30, San Jose City College Friday
night at 6:30 before the varsity
contest, and James Lick High 11
a.m. Saturday after the varsity
encounter.
The Spartans have already met,
and lost to, Santa Clara High this
season in compiling a three-fain,
four-loss record.

SAN JOSE PAINT
112 S. 2nd Street
78 Valley Fair
OPEN
NIGHTS

\l’eiirt,i1.1si October 27. ’Han

A meeting of "Little 50V captains will be held in MG201 this
aftermxm at 3:30, according to
intramural sports director Dan
Unruh.
Unruh stresses that it is important that each four-man team be
represented at today’s meeting.
The intramural direetin- also

announces that all -college tennis
finals will lx held today at 5:8t.t_
on the Spartan courts.
In monday’s racquet play. Kelly
Moss defeated Jeff Coupe 6-4,
6-3, and Bill Adams downed Vincent Filippello 6-1, 7-5.
Moss will play either Coupe nr
Adams in today’s championshil,
round.

(1)

artiOtO
HOMECOMING
FLOAT SUPPLIES

Flameproof
9’ wide no
crepe paper
seam paper
Plaster of Paris
Poster board
Glitter (bulk)
Railroad board
Spray paints
Tissue paper
Poster paints
Banner paper
LOW CASE LOT DISCOUNTS APPLY
Contact our Miss Holmes CY 2-1441
SAVE!
SAVE!
SAVE!
Place Your Order Early
.
t,-.4.5.4eesseemusekftebos.....................,
ILAN JOSE PAINT
AND WALLPAPER CD.
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POWER MAN Chuck Cadigan has unusual
strength and a good variety of shots, but does
not like to use these physical attributes as much
as most of his smaller opponents. The 6-4, 220-

Free Parking

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

KRIS OXSEN For
.1M3=213M.

a
HOMECOMING
QUEEN

SENSATIONAL SWEATER VALUE

pound senior will display his good manners Friday night in the Spartan pool when SJS hosts
the No. I team of the nation, UCLA.

Cadigan Plays Reserved Game,
Ignores Fouls in Rough Sport
By ALAN VLAUTIN
Being the biggest player on the
squad as well as an ex -Marine,
and water polo being a rough
sport, you would think Chuck
Cadigan would go wild, foulwise,
in the pool.
However, the 24-year-old starter
for the Spartan water poloists is
one of the most reserved players
on the squad while ir the pool.
The 6-3, 220-pound giant started
a recent game with California,
played most of the way, and didn’t
foul out. This is a considerable
feat when you realize that eleven
Spartans left the game via the
foul route that night.
FIRST LOVE
Cadigan began his water polo
career in his junior year at Carlmont High School in Belmont,
after having gone out for football,
track and crass,country
his first
years of high school. Looking back,
he now says, "After my first season in water polo, it became my
first love in sports."
He made the varsity team in
his first year, playing on the second string. As a senior he had
reason to be glad he chose water
polo as his love in sports, as he
made first team all-league, team
captain, and most valuable player
on the Carlmont squad.
Upon graduation, Cadigan went
to Fttllerton Junior College, where,
as a freshman, he played water
polo and was named all All-American in swimming.
In his second year at Fullerton,
he earned honorable mention accolades in All -Southern California
water polo rankings.
CAREER INTERRUPTED
At this point, his water polo
career was interrupted by a threeyear hitch in the Marines, serving
in Hawaii, Guam, Iwo Jima, Japan
and various desert areas in the
United States.
While in the service, he competed in inter-service swim meets,
winning five gold medals.
After leaving the service last
year, he enmlled at SJS. Cadigan
feels his first year on the SJS

water polo team was "disappointing, because after an absence of
three years from the sport, I had
lost my touch."
"This year," Cadigan continues,
"I came back determined to recapture what skills I had before
the service, and believe I have
had fair success."
He feels the SJS tearn has not
yet reached its potential. "If we
knock off UCLA this Friday night,
we will throw the national standings apart," Cadigan said.
Besides having participated competitively in swimming for almost

Two Independents
Win Playoff Posts
Independent "B" league football. playoff posts were won Monday by Air Force ROTC and
Moulder Hall, with Whisky a GoGo playing the spoiler’s role by upsetting previously undefeated Allen
Hall 12-0,
The Air Force outfit increased
their league-leading record to six
wins against no losses and one
tie by downing Chi Pi Sigma 12-6
Quarterback Sam Young hit on
two touchdown passes to account
for all the victors’ points.
VVhile second-place Moulder NW,
being credited with a forfeit 11111
over league dropout Toad Hall.
Whisky a Go-Go presented them
with a playoff berth by knocking
off the thrice-tied Allen Haulers.
The Go-Go boys riddled the Allen
secondary with a fierce aerial attack, vvhich included scoring
strikes from Steve Marino to Denny Anderson, and Al Russell to
Jim Rose.
Only two contests were played
in "A" league, where all but one
of the four playoff spots have
been determined.
Saces, the only team in the
three intramural leagues which
has a perfect record, made it sr% en in a row with a 28-0 trounch,
of Red Horde. Pat Duggan
the winners’ attack by passing fin
all four of their touchdowns.

ten years, Cadigan has been a life
’guard for nine years. Cadigan, a
senior recreation major, has been
swimming, "as long as I can remember."
Forgetting his past, Spartan
water polo coach Lee Walton
would like to see Cadigan do a
lot of effective swimming this Friday night against UCLA.

Surprise!
your Artparved Diamond Ring comes
to you on its own precious throne.

PROMISE

iRiBUTE

TRIUMPH

Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
just present your staff or
ASB card

LUIU‘J

SLOSJC.TM

on a 1,Ille Ihrono

charmingly gift boxed
from 5150 to S1200 backed by the written ArtCarved
guarantee and Permanent Value Plan

All styles shown with their little thrones,

Movie & Still
Comeras
* Supplies
Projectors
Equipmenf
developing
printing
rentals
repairs

rt L_."-’arved.
DAM Ill&M, OND IVNGS
For free folder write J. R Wood Sons. Inc 216 E. 45th St.. New York

10017

See Dream Diamond Rings only at these Authorized ArtCaryed Jewelers

Hudson Jewelers
275 South 1st Street. San Jose
245 South Firs+

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TICO S

TACOS
Tired of sandwiches?
TICO’S has the answer

BAR-B-Q TACOS
2 for 2:)c
Phone Orders 297-8421

4th and St. James
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GALA PRODUCTION
FRIDAY NIGHT

SATURDAY NiGHT
In Person

In Person

MEL CARTER

MEL CARTER

There is an (outstanding value in this 6-Button
Brushed Mohair & Virgin Wool Cardigan. Now
available in this Fall’s, HOT SHADES, Burgundy. Autumn Gold, Green Heather, French
and Powder 13lue, Smoke, and Wheat.

and

w int
the sound of

Round Robin

The Soul Venders
and
The Attractions

ALL $9.98

The SoirVenders
and
The English
Tickets May Be Purchased At
Box Office, Daily 4-10 p.m.
Limited Number AvaW3bie

Look Better in a Sweater
(From NATIONAL of Course)

8:30-12:30 p.m.

NATIONAL SHIRT SHOPS

$2.00 per person

Centinentd kellep getei
6100 Martin Ave.Santa
244-4743

95 So. let
open matii 9 p.m. Monday Thursday anti Friday
Lull
1
(tree ’,OW 11,1111..1111V1 .tr,I of 1.1 \.11.
T1111111111111

ommoiliiiiiiimoomminiiiiimmowommomonomml limitmwitirttittimmimmimintitomion!

nmiumfmniqopimmoi wpm,

plommuipi

8:30-12:30 Pm
$2.00 per person

Clara
’’’’’,1"77.7.71.197.7"7717111

MIN
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Job Interviews

Peace Corps Fil

All inter% lews are held in the ,gration patrol inspector. Must he
Placement Center, ADS11234. Ap- la U.S. citizen. Male only. Area of
work is the land borders and gulf
INA
iI
t eign-upe begin on
pany Inter - mast.
Tuesdays tor e
Fairchild Semiconductor: elecslew.: the following week. Jantrical engineering, industrial eninto gristle may obtain further
schedule inforistation at the Jineering, chemistry, physics, me4
Placement Center.
rallurgy, mechanical engineering,
chemical engineering, ceramic enDrama DepartmentI TODAY
gineering ttnd physics majors, also
California Packing Corporation:
Presents
MBA with tectmical undergraduate
Position . . . accounting, busidegree for positions in product
ness, economics., liberal arts (office
management trainee. Applications
ijpe position) 2) position two
engineering, research and developiiiarketing, bu.siness administrament laboratory, product marketBy Sidney Kingsley
tion, liberal arts (interested in
ing engineer and materials engi-.ales) for positions in 1) business
neer. Permanent visa status if not
1110.14;11T 1.11111
training program for accounting,
U.S. citizen. Male only. Area of
lin:owe and other office functions;
TONI(MHIM
1 11111
work is Mountain View, Palo Alto,
21 marketing training program for
San
Rafael, Portland, Maine.
S1.1.1 EWAN
sales. Must be a U.S. citizen. Area
Great Southern Corporation:
of work is primarily in San Franbusiness ttnd economics majors, for
,Tsco.
College Theatre 8:15 p.m.
positions in mortgage and sales
11’.14. Immigration and Naturalrepresentative, Male or female.
Student Tickets 75c
ization Service: business adminisArea of work is California.
tration, police science or criminTOMORRLYW
ology majors and others are acBox Office Tel. 294-6414
L. H. Penney & Company: acreptalile
position,. as an immicounting majors for position as
a professional staff accountant.
Must be a U.S. citizen. Male only.
Area of work is San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Sacramento, Portland.
NASA -Ames Research Center:
aero and astro engineering, meblk. SJS. Kit. chanical engineering, engineering
$30 MONTH ROOMS
physics, biolog y, biochemistry,
2 MALE ROOMMATES WANTEO TO physiology, zoology, botany and
SHARE NICE 2 BEAM. APT. $37.50 electrical engineering majors for
.’ 266.5692.
positions in basic and experimental
-ttIE 8 TWO BDRM. APTS. Unappd. $90
research. Must be a U.S. citizen.
GORDON HALL CONTRACT FOR Male or female. Area of work is
Moffett Field. Should be in upper
SALE ’
t. 296-0201.
DLX
Idearfor mar- 25 per cent of class or "B" avVW ’62. F.
1
. s
et 475 S. 4th #8. orage.
2
SPACIOUS I BDRM. FURN. APT. Quiet.
Connecticut Mutual Life Insur’64 HONDA SCRAMBLER. .
Prr
’
:awe: open to all majors for potDUIET COMFORTABLE ROOM. I or 2 dtions in sales and sales manage,
. ,
’65 YESPA.
ment training program. Must be
MALE
ROOMMATE WANTED To a U.S. citizen. Will consider those
2o4
SHARE DLX., FURN. STUDIO APT. Per.
’65 MUSTANG CONVERT
:12
S. 8th. 286-6428. with six months service obligation.
DI.X. 1 BDRm. APT. F,rns $120/mo. 286- Male only. Area of work is San
’64 YAMAHA
Jose.
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
i-EMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Share
’62 HONDA SUPER HAWK.
rrc, th free rent. 129 Company: open to all majors for
,214.
aositions in sales and sales man’58 CHEV
...’lAPPD. APT. 365. Giils only. Inquire tgernent. Must be a U.S. citizen.
-r, 295-3264.
Male only. Area of work is Bay
’59 VW.
E STUDENTS. House to share. I rm.
krea.
.,
167
E.
St.
John.
OLDS ’54 =
Fairchild semiconductor:
See
nformation above.)
B.S.A. 63.
FRIDAY
.,wn &asses/brown case
LOST
Chas. Pfizer & Company, Incor2 .2
Reward!
’armed: liberal arts. pre-med,
ROAE"’,TEP ’
,58
iharmacy biology, chemistry and
aisiness administration majors for
wANTED HAIR REMOVED PER
’54 A HEAL:
1,ANENTLY BY REGISTERED ELEC. -)ositions in pharmaceutical sales.
fROLOGISTS. Mr. or Mrs. A. I. Nan Male only. Area of work is West
NO
Call 294.4499. C’oast, or elsewhere if
63 YAMAHA
desired.
M
’ A l’hioce 1 Made:. a 51.):11:11,11
film sponsured by the Peace Ciwps.
will be shown today at 12 ’1 al
TI1161.

DEAD END

Spartan Daily
Classifieds
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64 H.....NDA.

TYPING SERVICE - Enst San Jose
254 4335.
AUTO INSURANCE FOR STUDENTS
’21-let Bailey. 286-5386. 449 W. San
FICA, GERRARD HI Fl
Cat los.
COMPDNENT STEREO
439 S EXPERT TYPING. All kinds. Reasonable
+
294 3772 9.6.
TYPING. All kirds. IBM electric. Work
B’CYCLE.
IAA
,aniced. Jo Vine. 378.8577.
NEW 12 STRING GUITAR W/CASE. TYPING. Term papers, thesis, etc. Pica
243-6313.
2 iS
i
$ 30
TYPING IN MY HOME. Exper. depend ’hie. Reasonable. 294-1313.
LICENSED CHILD CARE. 2 yrs. or unWINTER SPELL. See_ announcements.
_
_
ter. Stevens Creek & Saratoga. 241-5615.
GIRLS. .1
part t.rr.e.
alto, TIA$ CHAINS, RENT OR SELL. Car &
Tv11,11e
Salary p/us
,.3. M80 ,ims. Paul Navarra & Leh.
,ann Bros. 1837 S. First St., San Jose.
.
COOK 8. HASHER. P
294.0204.
I
’441? rf...n. 4:30 6.
DINNER HASHERS.
TRANSPORTATION (9)
air,ttico.ir 2.
2
mATURE WOMEN STUDLNT TO LIVE NEED RIDE TO LOS ANGELES. Fri.
;on. 10/31. Sue W. 293
IN.

111111111.011
b4,

W

Christopher
Tosses Hat
Into Contest
LOS ANGELES tUP11 Republican George Christopher opened
his formal campaign for governor
yesterday by rapping Democratic
Gov. Edmund G. Brown for "Indecisiveness" and fellow Republican Ronald Reagan for suggesting a formal tleclaration of war
on North Viet Nam.
Although he pointedly said he
was "not taking Issue" with Reagan, frontrunner in the polls for
the GOP nomination in the June
primary, Christopher told a Los
Angeles news conference: "It’s a
pretty far-fetched theory to declare war on anybody for the express purpose of containing 50-100
dissidents. War is a very dangerous thing to be contemplated."
Christophet said he understood
Reagan had suggested a formal
declaration of war in order to enable the federal government , to
charge ant iwar demonstrators
with treason.
Howeer, Christopher refused
repeatedly in his news conferences at San Diego and Los
Angeles to be drawn into a personal fight with Reagan.
He came the closest when a
newsman at Los Angeles asked if
he doubted that Reagan was "an
extremist." To that question he
replied: "I don’’t doubt it, but I
don’t verify it."

Chess Champion
To Exhibit Talents
French -born
Hungarian,
Pal
Benito, international grand master of chess. wilt be the guest of
the SJS Chess Club Saturday. The
meeting will be held in Library
114A from 1 to 5:30 p.m.
Benko, three-time winner of
the U.S. Open Chess championship.
ranks sixth in the world of chess.
He will present a short lecture on
chess before beginning his simultaneous exhibition.
Wayne Fields, Chess Club president, said, "Benko vvill take on
any challengers. They needn’t be
from SJS."
Challengers over 21 must pay
$3 to play, while those under 21,
$1.50. Spectator fee is $1 for persons over 21 and 50 cents under 21.

Spartaguide
TODAV
Phi Alpha Theta, 3:10 p.m., CH
237, regular meeting.
%TS Russian Club, 8 p.m., Cafeteria A, guest speaker Wadim
Kolosovich will play guitar and
sing Russian songs.
Arab-AmerIcan Club. 3:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria A antl B, film on Touristic Jordan, in color.
Pitrateres, 6 p.m., College Union, regular meeting.
Alpha Eta Sigma, 5 p.m., Initiation Ceremonies, Memorial Chapel,
6:30 p.m., Annual Fall Banquet,
Lou’s Village, 1965 W. San Carlos.
SdS Democratic Club, Home
Ec3, 3 p.m., coffee meeting.
WS Amateur Radio Club, 2:30
p.m., E236, regular meeting.
Pershing Rifles, 7 p.m., ED317,
coat and tie meeting.
SNCC-SDS, 8 p.m., 42 S. Sixth
St., meeting for People to aid
Delano. Specifically for anyone
who wishes to personally commit
himself and go to Delano this
weekend.
Tau Delta Phl, 7:30 p.m., Home
Ec.5, panel to discuss Tower List.
TOMORROW
Mlle], 7:30 p.m., 79 S. Fifth St.,
guest speaker, Dr. Robert D.
Clark will speak on the topic of
"Important Aspects of College
Life."
Student Affiliates of Anierlea
Chemical Society, 1:30 p.m., SCi’nee 164. guest speaker.
Spartan Christian Fellowship
linter-varsity), 8 p.m., Memorial
Chapel, regular meeting.

CORONA - UNDERWOOD - ROYAL - REMINGTON

5ypewriferi
TYPEWRITERS RENTED

Fs1. 1900

SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$18.00 rental applies to purchase pri
of any rnechine if you decide to buy.
- EASY PAYMENT PLAN -

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Free Parking

293-6383

24 So. 2nd St.

NIA
TENTH ST. PHARMACY
presents
Thix Factor’s "Royal Regiment"
New line in men’s toiletry
Shower soap (box of 3)

5.00

After Shave Lotion

3.50

Cologne for Men

4.50

Dift Box (each of above)
10th & Santa Clara

:07-9131 S

N1111 I kilake%11III0641II

RARD PERREGAUX
rINE WATCHES SINCE 1791

A WATCH
ATTENTION STUDENTS
WE HAVE A LOW RENTAL PLAN

WITH 175 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE

ON NEW AND USED TYPEWRITERS.
HUNDREDS TO CHOOSE FROM.

rms Arranged

MODERN
OFFICE MACHINES
124 E. San Fernando St.
Between 3rd & 4+11 Sts.

W.
L

LVAN

etveterd
N

and

JUNO

SINCE 1904
First and San Fernando Streets - Downtown San Jose
Open Thursday Until 9 p.m. - All Parking Lot Tickets Validated

Consul To Speak On ’Kashmir War’
Mohammad Ytinus, India’s con- stated that Yunus would present
sul general from San Francisco, the Indian point of view in the
will discuss his point of view on Kashmir dispute.
I The campus club also tried to
the "Kashmir Dispute" at the
I obtain the consul general of
International Student Organiza- Pakistan, but "he did not wish to
tion (ISO) meeting Friday at 3:30 debate," Zaveri said.
p.m. in Cafeteria B.
After Yunus’ speech there will
Ashok Zaveri, president of ISO, he an open forum.
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Driving to School Alone?

an ad:
at
Classified Adv. Office - J206
Doily
10:30-3:30
Send

2 ROOm APT. Elect, paid. $60 mo. 511

cash

or

in handy order blank. Enclose
check. Make chck out to

ROOm IN HOUSE. Nr. SJS. Separate Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Lys ter, 292 1327.
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

To buy, sell. rent or
announce anything
rust fill out aod clip
this h a ndy order
blank

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206. Sari lose State
College, San Jose 14,

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

2
3
4
5

One time Three times
50c a line 25c a line

Five times
20c a line

lines
lines
lines
lines

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

Add tbis
amount for
each addibona! line

.50

.75

1.00

Print your ad kora:
(Count 33 Letters and

Run Ad
Startinp nate

-mrsuNa 4

You Can Cut Expenses
with Student Riders!

Spaces tor Each Una/

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
[-) For Sale (3)
E Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
plost and Found (6)
El Personals (7)
Ej Services (8)
E] Transportation (9)
Name

Just can him "Dapper

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time

Address_
(No el days) Enclose

Phone__

of
Mal
seni
of
Cla:
cha
Con
rep
Ext

Tart -

Call

,’,HoosItisi tit

the
of i
an
Ad
to r

mei
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est.

To place

WANTED

Vol

That’s Girard
Perregaux’s record!
You’ll profit by it If you
wear and rely on this
fully-automatic
Gyromatic, handsome,
thin, and with 14K
gold top, stainless
steel back. $95

Dan."

HE’S WEARING "ORLObre-worsted wuol
flannel liaggar Slacks.Ile wears them to
class, to the game and out on dates ...
and still he looks dapper. They’re styled with
the trim fit he wants in fine dress slacks.
Tailored in 70% "ORLON" acrylic-30%
worsted wool. "Orlon" in the blend makes
these slacks hold their knife-edge crease and
slung off wrinkles practically forever. No
wonder the gals go for "Dapper Dan".
10.96
etos Pont’s Reg. T.M.
WIN A FORD MUSTANG or ono of 50 other bit
prizes. See your Hangar dealer for details,

Where do you find them? 7’he be.st and quickest
way is to use the Spartan Daily Classifieds,
naturally!
Rates start
Open Mon.-Fri.
all low
10:30-3:30
as 81
Room J-206

